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PRESS RELEASE
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Villingen-Schwenningen, 3. April 2014: 

Efficient room lighting
ViVAA LED luminaire, optional with biologically effective light

The reduced luminaire design of the LED ViVAA room luminaire focuses on its pleasant soft lighting. With its high indirect light ratio, the luminaire of the Waldmann Derungs brand creates a friendly atmosphere in hallways, lobbies and common rooms. Its high light yield make it especially energy-efficient. As an option, it can also provide biologically effective lighting in combination with the VTL light management system.

ViVAA offers a host of design options: depending on the room height, one can choose between a pendant version with 300 or 500 millimetre long pendulums and a surface-mounted version. Two possible diameters, with 400 or 600 millimetres, as well as different colour and decor variants for the stainless steel housing round off the design options. The canopy cover and the luminaire ring are made of evenly polished stainless steel. Overall, the luminaire geometry is very slim: the seamless decorative ring is only 36 millimetres wide. This gives the luminaire a more or less floating appearance.

Light quality
An innovative anti-glare technology and premium LEDs offer an economical lighting solution for building owners and lighting planners. In addition, there is a choice between different performance levels ranging from 5300 up to 11000 Lumen, as well as different light colours with 3000 or 4000 Kelvin. The pleasant, soft lighting can be dimmed via the DALI control as an option. The high indirect ratio of 60 per cent brightens up ceilings and makes small or low rooms appear larger. ViVAA illuminates large areas efficiently and in compliance with standards. This requires the purchase of fewer luminaires and reduced energy costs.

Daylight tracking
As an option, ViVAA is also suitable for Human Centric Lighting (HCL). The VISUAL TIMING LIGHT (VTL) light management system for biologically effective lighting gently supports the natural day-night rhythm of humans. The automatic changing of light colours and lighting intensity encourages waking or sleeping via hormones. This is especially beneficial for ill senior citizens, but also elderly persons who suffer from lack of drive, depression or sleep disturbances. Thus, ViVAA activates in the morning and provides concentration and well-being during the day. At the same it supports the evening relaxation phases and nocturnal sleep. Operation is easy and convenient as the lighting is adjusted time-controlled to daily routines.

Features
The technical features can be expanded with the VTL light management system for biologically effective lighting, with DALI for dimmable lighting or with SENS for presence and daylight-dependent lighting. Glare control is also according to requirements. The variant with CDP micro-prism cover provides excellent glare-free lighting and is suitable for computer workstations according to EN 12464-1. Alternatively, the white satin cover provides high light efficiency with good anti-glare features.

Mounting
A mounting bracket is used for mounting on plaster ceilings. The luminaire can therefore be connected in only a few simple steps. The closed design makes ViVAA a hygienic lighting solution. High quality components and materials make the luminaire extremely durable and maintenance-free.

Captions:

B1_ The ViVAA LED room luminaire is available as pendant or surface-mounted version.
(© Derungs Licht AG)
B2_ ViVAA is suited for the efficient lighting of recreation areas.
(© Constantin Meyer Photographie)
B3_ ViVAA provides a pleasant lighting atmosphere in lobby areas.
(© Derungs Licht AG)
B4_ ViVAA provides pleasant lighting in corridors.
(© Constantin Meyer Photographie)


About Waldmann
Waldmann stands for innovative lighting solutions. The medium-sized family business was founded in 1928 and is today run in its third generation by owner Gerhard Waldmann. The company develops and manufactures high quality luminaires for industrial, office, care and health applications as well as systems for medical photo-therapy. The comprehensive know-how of the Waldmann lighting engineers stands for Quality Made in Germany and the continuous optimisation of productivity, safety, health and energy-saving. Head offices of the company and its 850 employees worldwide, are the Herbert Waldmann GmbH & Co. KG in Villingen-Schwenningen, Germany. Derungs is a brand name of Waldmann. The Derungs Licht AG is based in Gossau, Switzerland, and is the Competence Centre for the sectors Care and Health.
For more information, please go to www.waldmann.com
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